
UMBER
PRODUCT ID STRUMB8-1

WEAR LAYER 4 MM1

AVAILABLE WIDTH 7-1/2 INCHES (190 MM)

LENGTH RANDOM LENGTH UP TO
 74-13/16 INCHES (1900 MM)

COVERAGE PER BOX 23.315 SQ.FT

WEIGHT PER BOX 47 POUNDS

SPECIES EUROPEAN OAK

CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERED

GRADE CHARACTER

FINISH UV OIL

SURFACE TREATMENT WIRE BRUSH, RANDOM SAW MARKS 

THICKNESS 5/8 INCH (15 MM)  

SHEEN MATTE

INSTALLATION GLUE-DOWN, NAIL/STAPLE, OR FLOATING

RADIANT HEAT  APPROVED (SEE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS)

WARRANTY LIMITED LIFETIME STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY 
 25-YEAR RESIDENTIAL SURFACE FINISH 
 3-YEAR COMMERCIAL SURFACE FINISH

TRIM STAIRNOSE, REDUCER, THRESHOLD, T-MOLD,  
 AND SQUARENOSE

VARIATION GUIDERELATIVE HUMIDITY (in %)

DUCHATEAU.COM   |   1.888.DUCHATEAU  
Product Sample Disclaimer: Created to be a truly individual piece of nature’s artistry, each and every DUCHATEAU product carries distinct variations in size, shape, thickness, finish, texture, grain and overall character. This is how we develop the 
unique diversity and natural elegance of our flooring. Individual samples of these floors are merely for reference and not meant to serve as exact representations; it is virtually impossible to capture – in a single image or physical sample – the entire 
range of color variation and character that will be present in the flooring you will receive. To better understand the unique look of DUCHATEAU finished floor in your space, we recommend consulting your sales representative for more details.

Installation and Performance Disclaimer: Environmental conditions, such as exposure to light, and fluctuations in temperature and humidity, can affect product performance from initial installation throughout its life. Refer to our website for 
installation guidelines or see your local sales representative for more information on proper steps and specific environmental conditions to successfully install, care for and ensure the lifelong performance of your floor. ©DUCHATEAU |  All rights reserved.

Note: All measurements are nominal.
1 Nominal wear layer thickness measured prior to finishing processes. Finishing processes such as wire–brushing will  
  affect the overall thickness.

1875, 171 TSCA Title VI Compliant.

LOW 0-35 HIGH 65-100ACCEPTABLE 35-65 This bar shows examples of the natural variation and graining you should expect with this flooring.
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